
     TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION 2020
                                                        4TH SEPTEMBER 2020, FRIDAY

Institute of vocational studies celebrated the Teachers day 2020 with great enthusiasm on 4th  
september 2020.

The function was organised on M.S Teams Application by the students of D.EL.ED and B.ED 2nd year  
,Ms. Sangeeta Kaushik and Ms.Nahid Raees . All the students (along with the newcomers of D.EL.ED 
1st year ) and faculty members came together to celebrate Teachers day with a great fervor.
The time of the celebration was chosen 2:20pm to 3:20 Pm .

The function began with enchanting the Saraswati vandana mantra  and a digital welcome , then a 
series of mini programmes began on the screens of the teachers and students . First, a poem from   a 
B.ED 2nd year student  , then a dance performance by D.El.Ed student .Later a guessing game with 
flashcards was played with the teachers, in which the entire faculty participated and did splendid 
performances according to the instructions the flashcards posed to them. As no fuction is complete 
without music , the host called a D.EL .ED student for singing ,her melody of voice and the instrument 
tabla could be heard clearly and the participants of the event danced with joy listening to the beats .A 
heartfelt  Poem on teachers by students ,a presentation giving beautiful introduction of names of 
teachers using  of the alphabets of their names was one of the most appreciated things  during the 
function. Then some mimicry or the so cold monkey things happened when a girl from Del.ed tried her 
hand in mimicry. It was funny and interesting .Post mimicry ,a self created song was presented devoted 
to our teachers. Then a student from B.Ed shared her thoughts about the day and the teachers 
contribution in her life . 
At the end ,the Principal madam of IVS ,Dr. Mandira Gupta , addressed the students with a 
motivational speech  on the importance of student teacher relationship and positive learning 
environment for the student and the function came to an end . All students and Faculty of IVS felt 
ecstatic and jubiliant .






